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Answer allquestions Tirne: I llour

l) a) Calculate the chemical shift in ppm for a proton that has resonance 128 Hz

downfield lrom TMS on a spectrometer tl'lat operates at 60 MIlz

(10 marks)

b) Sketch the rH NMR specttum of DCHTOCHT (l=1 for D) and compare it 10 that ol'

FCHzOCHT G= I /2 lor F)

(20 marks)

c) In the rH NMR spcctrum , the chemical shift of the O-H proton of compound A

dEends on the nature ofthe solvent and the concentration ofthe sample, whereas that ol
co'mpound B is unaffected by change in the solvent and concentration Give reason lot'

this ohselvation.
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(10 marks)

d) The mass spectrurl of2-oclanone showcd lragnrcntations at I l3' 58 and 43' Cive the

structures ofthese ions and indicare the possible pathways lor theit lormations

(15 marks)

e) The formua for this compound is Crol lr:Or. Solve the structure of this compound with

;ly the IR and NMR. Thc IR spectrum is dcterrnincd on a neat liquid samplc

(45 marks)
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NMR spectrum of a low molecular mass polyethylene CHI(CH2)"CH3 shows
Fne protons at 1,2 ppm and terminal methyl groups at 0.9 ppm. Careful
gives a ratio of 8.0:1.0 for the methylene to methyl ratio. What-would be the
lecular mass of the polyethylene?

107 with a relative intensity of 100. Propose a nolecular sauctwe for the

length in the observable UV region

( 15 marks)

increases with the increase in

(15 marks)

in the compound. Justify this statement,

(20 marks)

the inner H on dte following moleculo has resonance at - l.g6 and the
resonance at 8.9 6.

(15 marks)

that could be made liom the following obseNatioN. No

of an organic compound A had peaks of 1: lintensity at 200,

signals ofthe lH NMR spectrum of an organic compound B shows a

N.5. This signal disappears on shaking with D2O.
( 15 marko


